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Introduction  
Upon transferring to City Tech, my goal as an emerging media student is to become an audio engineer.  

For my culmination project, I would like to create a horror sound piece using Audacity aiming to 

immerse my  audience into a space of a girl as she is the target of a monster. This project would 

highlight my strengths as a sound designer, allowing me to showcase my creative abilities to compose a 

compelling sound piece. My soundscape will also be accompanied by cover art drawn by another 

emerging media student, Cordell. As I work through this project I intend to challenge myself as an audio 

engineer seeing how I creatively challenge myself. 



Description of my project 
My soundscape will be 4 minutes long, creating a captivating space of a girl coming from a 

party with her friends being hunted by a monster taking place in NYC . The ending will be left 

open intentionally for the listeners to guess what happens to her. For the cover art it will only 

have the girl in fear. 



Required Resources 
- laptop
- Audacity
- free sound
- headphones 



Budget 



The Process
Start the soundscape with audio of girls talking. Move into the girl 
isolating herself walking to the train station with ambience of train the 
back to represent NYC. Then suspicious noises are added making her 
scared. The climax is the monster growling, her running and eventually 
begging to live. 



Schedule 
September 13th - started planning project (originally sound
                     and video)
  October 4th - took project in another direction of telling a story
                   of a girl being hunted by a monster in NYC
  October 11th – started looking for sound files
  October 14th – created the middle of the soundscape on
   October 23rd – brainstormed beginning of sound piece
  November 13th - Layed out beginning of sound piece 
November 22nd - Discussed poster with Cordell 
Remainder of time - Editing rest of sound piece 

 
    



Along the way  


